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Donald Barthelme, an American writer in the twentieth century, is variously labeled 
as an avant-courier, a collagist, a minimalist, a Dadaist, an existentialist, and a 
postmodernist. However, even a cursory rereading of his works would make none of 
these titles complete or exact. Nevertheless, one thing is sure that he is first of all an 
excellent novelist and, at the same time, a preeminent aesthetician with consciousness 
of revolution, for he always attempts to find and create unique beauty in novel writing. 
During Barthelme’s whole life, he constructs a fictional realm which is made up 
of four novels and eight collections of short stories. Snow White is his first novel and 
could be deemed as his early attempt of showing his position on aesthetic issues in the 
fictional world. Although a parody of the popular fairy tale, the subject of Barthelme’s 
Snow White is a hollow sham. The whole novel is composed largely of fragmented 
episodes in which undistinguishable characters attempt to express themselves in often 
nonsensical speeches and its discourse is like a verbal collage in which words are 
intended to contain no meaning and function as objects. Like the other works of 
postmodern artists, Snow White shows the domination of form over content and the 
recognition that the dramatization of the artist’s personality in his art may constitute a 
large part of work’s style. The reason for Barthelme to pursue innovations in novel 
writing is that he believes that language no longer communicates effectively, words 
have lost their power to move or amuse readers, reality is no longer capable of 
sustaining mythic devices, and telling traditional stories of any kind is suspected in 
the postmodern world. He seeks to exploit the decay of language and literature, and 
thinks that only by innovative novel writing could he add beauty in literary works. To 
be exact, he applies disastrous aesthetics to Snow White. 
The term “disastrous aesthetics” first appeared in “Disastrous Aesthetics: Irony, 
Ethics, and Gender in Barthelme's Snow White” by critic Jeffrey T Nealon, however, 
the purpose of “disastrous aesthetics” being quoted here is quite different from 
Nealon’s. Nealon offered an appreciative yet critical account of Barthelme's ironic 














writing aesthetics, which is an attempt for him to find a solution to face a 
disintegrated world without a unified principle, meaning and purpose. “Disastrous 
aesthetics” in this thesis means abandoning traditional abrupt value judgments and 
moral preachments completely. The purpose for Barthelme to apply disastrous 
aesthetics in Snow White is to unfold a vivid picture of the real naked and bloody 
postmodern life  
Trying to acquire Barthelme’s innovative aesthetic ideas, this thesis tends to 
advance the discussion in these consecutive chapters: “Introduction” reviews the 
criticisms of Snow White at home and abroad and gives a brief introduction to the 
novel. Chapter One presents Barthelme’s aesthetic background, including fine family 
environment, good education from school, influence from friends and excellent 
teachers, and his unceasingly changing philosophic views and religious beliefs, all of 
which are ingredients that help Barthelme form his aesthetic ideas. Chapter Two 
through Chapter Four constitute the main body of this thesis, focusing on the 
discussion of Barthelme’s disastrous aesthetics in Snow White. Chapter Two mainly 
probes into an analysis on his rebellion against traditional aesthetics. He challenges 
traditional aesthetics with his doubtful and creative insights. Chapter Three further 
represents his disastrous aesthetic ideas by analyzing the application of ideas 
concerning “not-knowing,” “wordplay” and “absurdity.” Chapter Four shifts to the 
discussion of his aesthetics ideas through a structural analysis of this novel. He makes 
his works regain aesthetic depth by reconstructing the conventional structure of fiction, 
including disrupted discourse, reprimanded syntax and chaotic narrative structure. 
“Conclusion,” briefly exemplifies the aesthetic value Barthelme has achieved in this 
novel from the aesthetic experience of readers. His disastrous aesthetics actually 
suggests that art is valuable simply because it gives man a chance to create a space in 
which the deadening effects of ordinary cruel living can be momentarily aesthetic 
bliss and this might be the reason why he is always remembered by his readers and 
admired by the writers to come.  
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Introduction 
Once proclaimed by Charles Newman “the most imitated writer in America 
today” (qtd. in Roe xi), Donald Barthelme has been ranked among America’s most 
exciting, if controversial, novelists. John Barth also praised him in the essay 
“Thinking Man’s Minimalist: Honoring Barthelme” that “the product of Donald 
Barthelme’s imagination and artistry is an ongoing delight that we had looked forward 
to decades more of” (qtd. in Patteson 1). However, to be objective, Barthelme attains 
criticism as well as praises. A number of critics doubt Barthelme’s moral intent and 
complain particularly that his works lack the traditional short story structure. At any 
rate, he has really exerted a profound influence on American literature and even 
literature in the world, for he is a pioneer, brave enough to challenge traditional novel 
writing and innovative enough to establish unique aesthetics in creating and 
appreciating novels.  
Published in 1967, Snow White is a subversion of the famous fairy tale in which 
Snow White is no longer innocent although she still maintains the name and beauty. 
She and seven dwarfs — Clem, Bill, Hubert, Henry, Edward, Kevin, and Dan, who 
are involved in the manufacture of Chinese baby food, make up a “modern” family. 
She does housework for them and has sexual relationship with all of them. Weary of 
the unalterable life day by day, she is always looking forward to a Prince to “rescue” 
her; however, Paul, the Prince she finds at last, is a dithering poseur only to do 
something filthy. In the end, Paul drinks the poisonous wine by mistake while Snow 
White rises into the sky and acquires revirginization again. Since this novel came to 
public, it has aroused large number of critics’ attention: John Barth, praises Snow 
White in Times Book Review: “the novel is blague-free, like all of Donald Barthelme’s 
writing. Not enough to say he didn’t waste words…. Donald barely indulged words — 
he valued them too much for that and his rhetorical short leash makes his occasional 
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Snow White “promotes…self-indulgence” (qtd. in Patteson 12 ). Up to now, there 
have been a mass of criticisms on Snow White from different kinds of perspectives 
considering both at home and abroad, such as R.E. Johnson, Jr. “‘Bees Barking in the 
night’: The End and Beginning of Donald Bartelme’s Narrative”, focusing its 
attention on narration in Snow White; John Leland’ s “Remarks Remarked: Barthelme, 
What Curios of Signs” and Larry McCaffery’s “Meaning and Non-Meaning in 
Barthelme’s Fictions”, concentrating on language in Snow White; Shui Barzilai’s 
“Reading Snow White: The Mother’s Story”, tending to interpret Snow White in the 
perspective of feminism; Daniel J. Cahill’s “Review: Metafictions” and Larry 
McCaffery’s “Donald Barthelme and the Metafictional Muse” both put Snow White to 
metafiction category…. Although it can not deny that our Chinese criticism gets 
behind the western’s, we have also made great progress in understanding Barthelme. 
Theses years, there are also many articles and essays concerning Barthelme’s Snow 
White in China and among which, some are indeed excellent criticisms. However, 
there are rarely researches from the aesthetic point of view. This thesis aims to reflect 
that Donald Barthelme is not only an outstanding writer but also a keen artist.    
The term “disastrous aesthetics” first appeared in “Disastrous Aesthetics: Irony, 
Ethics, and Gender in Barthelme's Snow White” by Jeffrey T Nealon who was the 
winner of The Andrew J. Kappel Prize in Literary Criticism in 2005 for this excellent 
essay, however, the purpose of “disastrous aesthetics” being quoted here is quite 
different from Nealon’s. Nealon offered an appreciative yet critical account of 
Barthelme's ironic perspective in Snow White while this thesis intends to analyze 
Barthelme’s novel writing aesthetics, which is a serious challenge to traditional 
aesthetics. 
In the early 1960s, modern western countries entered into post-industrial society 
with the rapid development of technology and economics. Science and technology did 
not bring happiness to human-beings, on the contrary, more and more people felt that 
they were trapped in a meaningless universe and that neither God nor man; neither 
theology nor philosophy could make sense of human conditions after the disasters — 
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through with reversals and paradoxes. Therefore, “disaster” is the perfect word for 
this predicament. But “disastrous” does not only mean unfortunate future. I agree with 
Nealon’s statement, 
Unlike the god of negative theology, the disaster is not a negative foundation or the 
withdrawal of a former wholeness. It is, rather, the (non) founding “event” that calls for 
a radically exteriorizing response. Admittedly, the dominant Western response to the 
disaster or the other has been one of recuperation and/as mourning for a supposed loss 
of self…. The disaster calls for response without models, without maps, without the 
possibility of regaining a privileged subjective control. (Nealon 10) 
In Snow White, Donald Barthleme applies disastrous aesthetics to find a solution to 
face a disintegrated world without a unified principle, without a meaning and without 
a purpose. Barthelme uses his art to explore the status of contemporary fiction and 
language in much the same fashion as various other recent metafictionists. If there is a 
sense of optimism in Snow White, it derives not from the familiar modernist belief that 
art offers the possibility of escape from the disorders of contemporary society or that 
art can change existing conditions in the world. Barthelme overtly mocks these beliefs, 
along with most other postmodern credos. Instead, Barthelme posits, a less lofty 
function for art with his suggestion that it is valuable simply because it gives man a 
chance to create a space in which the deadening effects of ordinary living can be 
momentarily defied. 
To have a better understanding of Barthelme’s disastrous aesthetics in Snow 
White, the following chapters in this thesis will respectively concentrate its attention 
on “Barthelme’s Aesthetic Background,” “Rebel against Traditional Aesthetic 
Thinking,” “Not-knowing, Wordplay and Absurdity,” “Discourse, Syntax and 
Collage.”  
Chapter One presents Barthelme’s aesthetic background. There is an old saying 
“Rome wasn't built in a day.” The process that Barthelme develops his aesthetic ideas 
fits the old saying exactly. Fine family environment, good education from school, 
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important role in forming his special aesthetics. The clearer ingredients of how 
Barthelme set up his aesthetics we make, the much easier we can understand 
Barthelme and his Snow White. 
Chapter Two mainly probes into an analysis on his rebellion against traditional 
aesthetics. In general, Barthelme troubles traditional aesthetic thinking on at least 
three registers: Robbing aesthetic role; collapsing aesthetic distance; and art as object. 
Historically, aesthetics always played the role as arbiter of taste and value, but 
Barthelme robs its role by questioning the reliability of esthetician’s value and taste 
and even making the search for the standard taste or value of aesthetics invalid. Since 
the “distance” in aesthetics is significant, he collapses it. Furthermore, he uncovers the 
sacred vile of art and treats art as object. For him, the aim of literature is the creation 
of a strange object.  
Chapter Three further represents his disastrous aesthetic ideas by analyzing the 
application of “not-knowing,” “wordplay” and “absurdity.” For Barthelme takes the 
position that “Play is one of the great possibilities of art” (Herzinger 10), he plays 
with aesthetic theory free in novel writing. He believes that writing is a process of 
dealing with not-knowing, a forcing of what and how, in contrast to traditional way of 
writing in which writer was supposed to be the master. On the part of readers, it is 
difficult for them to find out fixed meanings of words and language. Moreover, he 
treats language as trash phenomenon. That is why it is reasonable for him to use 
playful words and chaotic sentences in Snow White. Even the irony and absurdity 
Barthelme adopts are quite different from traditional satirist. The absurdist novelists, 
including Barthelme, have some faith in its efficacy. But theirs is not the faith of 
traditional satirist, who hopes to reform society through ridicule and invective as well 
as hopes to better mankind by exposing folly and wickedness.  
Chapter Four shifts to structure analysis. He makes his works regain aesthetic 
depth by reconstructing structure of the novel, including disrupted discourse, 
reprimanded syntax and chaotic narrative structure. Although Barthelme plays with 
traditional aesthetics, that does not mean he is not strict with art. On the contrary, he 
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